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In three games with Hinrich, the Hawks have allowed 252 points in 268 possessions, or .94 points per 

possession. For the season, Atlanta has allowed 1.03 points per possession. 

Lots and lots of caveats apply here–small sample size with no elite offensive opponents, Hinrich doesn’t 

defend all five position, and he was only on the court for 145 possessions for the first two games (the data 

hasn’t updated with the Chicago game). But I keep asking Hawks players and L.D. about what’s been the 

difference, and they keep coming back to Hinrich.

“The main factor is we have done a good job at the point of the ball,” Drew said. “With Kirk playing the ball he’s 

been known to be a pesky defender. He’s come in and he’s really done a really good job defending the ball. I 

was very impressed particularly in our game against Chicago just how he defended Rose and just kept him in 

front of him. Rose got a away a couple times and got to the basket but overall collectively thought we did a 

good job on him.”

It’s been my contention that the addition of Hinrich and subtraction of Bibby would lead to better chemistry. It 

was obvious that all of the helping Smoove and Al were doing behind Bibby was starting to wear on them. It 

was too hard for the Hawks to get key stops late in close games when they had such an obvious weakness 

that opponents could exploit over and over. It was too difficult to win grinding games like Wednesday’s, when 

the jumpers weren’t falling and the offense wasn’t working.

At least now they have a fighting chance to contain the perimeter, and that realization might have revitalized 

them.

“When you get a guy an you know now night in and night out you have a chance of controlling the basketball, it 

rubs off on the other guys,” Drew said. “I see Joe Johnson’s defense picking up. I’ve said all along about Joe 

being an underrated defender but, particularly the last game, I saw his defense pick up, I really did. 

“It definitely can be infectious. Hopefully every night we step out on the floor we can do a good job in defending 

the ball. Any time you are broken down at the top it forces your defense to collapse. Now with Kurt in here it 

gives us a better opportunity to do that.”

Injury report

Josh is out. L.D. said he still doesn’t have a timetable on his return. The starters are Hinrich, Joe, Marvin, Al 

and Twin.

Durant is in for the Thunder. Said coach Scott Brooks: “We wouldn’t play him if he wasn’t ready. We don’t do 

that no matter how important the game is. We value every game but our players’ health is more important. He’s 

fine. It’s good being young.”

Armstrong tactics?
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Drew said something interesting about Armstrong, who really is the only guy besides Smooove with the 

athletic ability to be a deterrent at the rim.

“He brings something unique to the table that can help us,” Drew said. “As he spends more time learning what 

we do there are certain things I want to do differently having him. Before he got here, the things I am talking 

about doing with him I am not quite sure if I could have done it for an extended period of time. With his 

athleticism and with his energy and with his motor I think I can do it now. As the season progresses we will 

probably do some things defensively that we haven’t done just to change it up a little bit.”

Armstrong said he’s still learning the plays offensively. He’s only had one real full practice since joining the 

Hawks.

“Defensively I am comfortable with everything,” he said. “I think I’m a defensive player I can adjust within the 

game for that. I like to be in the right position. On pick-and-rolls whether it be on the weakside to hit the big or if 

the guard gets past the opposite big I can be there easily. On pick-and-rolls, I think I’m pretty decent–I can’t 

stop everybody, those guards are fast–but for a big man I move my feet pretty well to stay with the guard and 

keep them around. Anything to the basket I am definitely going to contest or give a hard foul if nothing else. 

Nothing easy. Just try to protect the paint. And to be physical, box out, rebound, hit a couple guys if need be.”

Michael Cunningham, Hawks beat
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